Abstract: Decades after release of the first PROSPECT + SAIL (commonly called PROSAIL) versions, the model is still the most famous representative in the field of canopy reflectance modelling and has been widely used to obtain plant biochemical and structural variables, particularly in the agricultural context. The performance of the retrieval is usually assessed by quantifying the distance between the estimated and the in situ measured variables. While this has worked for hundreds of studies that obtained canopy density as a one-sided Leaf Area Index (LAI) or pigment content, little is known about the role of the canopy geometrical properties specified as the Average Leaf Inclination Angle (ALIA). In this study, we exploit an extensive field dataset, including narrow-band field spectra, leaf variables and canopy properties recorded in seven individual campaigns for winter wheat (4x) and silage maize (3x). PROSAIL outputs generally did not represent field spectra well, when in situ variables served as input for the model. A manual fitting of ALIA and leaf water (EWT) revealed significant deviations for both variables (RMSE = 14.5 • , 0.020 cm) and an additional fitting of the brown leaf pigments (C brown ) was necessary to obtain matching spectra at the near infrared (NIR) shoulder. Wheat spectra tend to be underestimated by the model until the emergence of inflorescence when PROSAIL begins to overestimate crop reflectance. This seasonal pattern could be attributed to an attenuated development of ALIA opt compared to in situ measured ALIA. Segmentation of nadir images of wheat was further used to separate spectral contributors into dark background, ears and leaves + stalks. It could be shown that the share of visible fruit ears from nadir view correlates positively with the deviations between field spectral measurement and PROSAIL spectral outputs (R 2 = 0.78 for aggregation by phenological stages), indicating that retrieval errors increase for ripening stages. An appropriate model parameterization is recommended to assure accurate retrievals of biophysical and biochemical products of interest. The interpretation of inverted ALIA as physical leaf inclinations is considered unfeasible and we argue in favour of treating it as a free calibration parameter.
Introduction
Estimation of plant biophysical characteristics is a key factor for agrticultural science and applications [1] . Knowledge about type and proportions of the constituents in vegetation allows for a dedicated analysis of its state of health [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , potential photosynthetic activity [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] or yield potential [12] [13] [14] [15] . Plant pigments can be optically measured in vitro with spectrophotometers [16] . PROSPECT calculates radiative interactions on leaf level with regard to the absorption coefficients of leaf constituents, producing continuous leaf reflectance and transmittance spectra over the optical domain (400-2500 nm). The line of published versions of PROSPECT differs in featured parameters, their absorption coefficients and the refractive indices. 4SAIL assimilates the output of PROSPECT and calculates inner-canopy scattering processes, which mainly depend on plant density, leaf orientation and the relative angles of observer and illumination source [34] .
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 1150 3 of 29 The procedure of generating reflectance spectra from a set of predefined input parameters is called forward or direct mode. Inverting the model means estimating those parameters from a vegetation spectrum that has been measured for example, with a spectrometer. The PROSAIL spectral sampling width is 1 nm, so its output normally requires spectral resampling to become comparable with specific Earth Observation sensor data. The more bands a sensor provides the less information is lost in aggregation. Such hyperspectral data with contiguous bands can be collected either from airborne, spaceborne or field-based sensors [40] . Spaceborne hyperspectral sensors, combining high resolution spectral and temporal sampling to cover dynamic processes, are especially promising for agricultural purposes [41] . Amongst the currently planned hyperspectral spaceborne missions are EnMAP [42] , PRISMA [43] , SHALOM [44] , HyspIRI [45] and CHIME [46] .
The inversion of hyperspectral data via RTMs is a key application of agricultural remote sensing [34, 47] . For this purpose, the model inputs are changed such that the output spectrum matches the real-world reflectances as closely as possible. The final parameter set used for that optimum model result then is considered as an estimate for the variables of interest of the observed canopy. Common methods involve subsequent comparison of the measured spectra with a Look-Up- Table ( LUT; for example, References [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] ), systematic modifications of input parameters using iterative minimization-so called optimization algorithms (see References [53, 54] for overview)-or manual fitting.
Many studies have used PROSAIL outputs as a substitute for real spectral data, either due to a lack of field measurements or to examine spectral responses of canopies of different structure and biochemistry [55] [56] [57] [58] . When methods are trained on such synthetic data but applied to real data, we often observe a systematic bias. Even though PROSAIL is the most prominent canopy reflectance model for the inversion of vegetation spectral data [47] , only few studies have focused on its capability to reproduce field spectral observations [51, 59, 60] . These observations are instead commonly used as validation data for retrieval methods assuming that errors of the inversion indicate a weak model performance.
The parameterization of crop architecture is upscaled to canopy level. Most of this process is driven by the well understood Leaf Area Index (LAI) and the Average Leaf Inclination Angle (ALIA, also known as Mean Leaf Angle MLA or Average Leaf Angle ALA), which in contrast has been scarcely discussed in the literature. Upon adjusting measured ALIA, the Equivalent Water Thickness (EWT) was also identified as deviating from the expected behaviour. The objective of our study is to analyse the seasonal development of these parameters, their fitted representations and the resulting deviations between the modelled and measured spectra of winter wheat and silage maize.
Materials and Methods

Study Site
A database of ground and remotely-sensed field data was obtained from the study area of Munich-North Isar (MNI), which is located in Bavaria, southern Germany. In the years of 2014, 2015, 2017 and 2018 the study sites ( Figure 1 ) were visited regularly during the growing periods from March to September. Data were collected on winter wheat and silage maize fields belonging to the communal farmlands of Munich, east of the river Isar. The exact sampling sites varied from year to year due to crop rotation but all fields are located within a circle of 5 km in diameter, centred around 48 • 16 04"N, 11 • 42 45"E. Soil sampling provided no evidence of significant micro-locational (dis)advantages. An overview of all included field campaigns is given in Table 2 .
Each site was confined to a 30 × 30 meters area, corresponding to an average pixel size expected from hyperspectral satellite sensors and divided into nine elementary sampling units (ESU). Data was then aggregated back to the original 30 m resolution to obtain a stable average for that date. The ESUs were revisited at each field date to guarantee solid time series. Silage maize 7
Each site was confined to a 30 × 30 meters area, corresponding to an average pixel size expected from hyperspectral satellite sensors and divided into nine elementary sampling units (ESU). Data was then aggregated back to the original 30 m resolution to obtain a stable average for that date. The ESUs were revisited at each field date to guarantee solid time series.
In Situ Measurements
Canopy reflectance spectra were obtained from nadir view with an ASD FieldSpec 3 Jr. (Boulder, CO, USA [61, 62] ) under clear-sky conditions in the range of 350 nm to 2500 nm. Nine measurements were carried out at the same spot, averaged, splice-corrected, converted into absolute reflectance values using a white reference panel and were slightly smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay-filter [63] . At last, noisy wavelengths, that is, atmospheric water absorption bands (1360 nm-1470 nm and 1790 nm -2000 nm), were masked for any further analysis. Apart from top-of-canopy reflectances, one representative soil spectrum was recorded for each field date, serving as background information in the modelling process. In doing so, the default literature soil spectra of SAIL were temporarily replaced with in situ information and Psoil became obsolete. With nadir observations only (observation zenith angle = 0°), the sun-sensor-target-geometry is solely represented by the sun zenith angle (SZA), which was calculated from the geographical location, date and time of the observation.
Nadir RGB-photographic images were taken on winter wheat canopy scale with a Panasonic Lumix digital camera and a distance of 1.5 m above the ground. Due to the large canopy height of maize crops, no continuous series of these photographs were available for analysis of the maize site. 
Canopy reflectance spectra were obtained from nadir view with an ASD FieldSpec 3 Jr. (Boulder, CO, USA [61, 62] ) under clear-sky conditions in the range of 350 nm to 2500 nm. Nine measurements were carried out at the same spot, averaged, splice-corrected, converted into absolute reflectance values using a white reference panel and were slightly smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay-filter [63] . At last, noisy wavelengths, that is, atmospheric water absorption bands (1360 nm-1470 nm and 1790 nm-2000 nm), were masked for any further analysis. Apart from top-of-canopy reflectances, one representative soil spectrum was recorded for each field date, serving as background information in the modelling process. In doing so, the default literature soil spectra of SAIL were temporarily replaced with in situ information and P soil became obsolete. With nadir observations only (observation zenith angle = 0 • ), the sun-sensor-target-geometry is solely represented by the sun zenith angle (SZA), which was calculated from the geographical location, date and time of the observation.
Nadir RGB-photographic images were taken on winter wheat canopy scale with a Panasonic Lumix digital camera and a distance of 1.5 m above the ground. Due to the large canopy height of maize crops, no continuous series of these photographs were available for analysis of the maize site.
Average Leaf Inclination Angles (ALIA) were estimated from random samples of at least 10 leaves in vivo, using a Suunto PM-5/360 clinometer [64] , which was moved along the flat leaf axis. Inclination angles of the single leaves were calculated as length-weighted averages (see Equation (1)) of those measurements and then aggregated to a mean ALIA value for the respective sampling unit.
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with l as the length of the i-th of n leaf parts, θ i as its associated inclination angle and total leaf length l tot . The conformity of that method was estimated by repeated measurements of leaf inclinations by different field workers and was found to be in the range of ±8 • for the MNI campaigns. In PROSAIL, the Leaf Angular Distribution is then calculated from single ALIA values according to Campbell's ellipsoidal distribution [65] . Leaf Area Index (LAI) was measured with a LI-COR Biosciences LAI-2200C [66] device as average of 14 measurements from the same location. The suggested sampling procedures for row crops were taken into account [67] . For early growth stages, single plants were sampled destructively and projected onto one square meter of ground area by multiplication with the factors plants per meter and seeding rows per meter. Brown pigment (polyphenols; C brown ), as a PROSPECT input, is rather poorly analysed in the literature. Brown leaves are usually either removed before analysis (e.g., [37, 68] ) or set to fixed values [69] . In some studies, it is also labelled as Content of senescent material (C s ). The variable lacks of a proper physically meaning and cannot be measured with field instruments [37] . For a start, we used C brown as the average "browning" of leaves between 0 (fully green leaves) and 1 (fully brown leaves) as initial guess. This is in line with Jiang et al. 2018 [70] but ignores the fact that the accumulation of brown pigments can happen without visible change of colour, which in contrast is more linked to the breakdown of leaf chlorophyll. Total LAI is reduced to green LAI by multiplication with a greenness factor 1 − C brown .
A Konica-Minolta SPAD-502 handheld device [71] served to measure internal SPAD-units, which were converted into leaf chlorophyll a+b contents (C cab ) via an instrument-specific calibration curve. Reference data on in vitro C cab was obtained by applying the coefficients of Lichtenthaler [72] to spectrophotometric measurements of the extinction of chlorophyll solutions. From C cab , the carotenoids content C car was derived by way of a linear regression model, since C cab and C car showed a stable relationship for healthy green vegetation [73] . When the linear relation breaks down for senescent stages, errors for C car carry only a marginal weight, because the overall biomass-as represented by the LAI-is low and has little impact on the reflectance signatures. Equivalent Water Thickness (EWT) was determined from the mass difference of sample leaves per unit leaf size before and after dehydration to constant weight (minimum 24 hours) in a laboratory oven. Leaf Mass per Area (C m ) is obtained by putting the mass of the dried leaves in relation to their one-sided surface area. The structure parameter (N) is calculated from C m according to the inverse of Equation (2), given by Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) [37] :
which (for N 0.9) yields N = LSA·0.9 + 0.025
with LSA as the Leaf Specific Area, which is the inverse of C m (note the conversion of dimensions):
The variable distributions of the in situ measured parameters of wheat and maize for all field campaigns are summarized in Table 3 .
The N parameter, as derived from C m , ranges between 1.4 and 4.4 for wheat and between 1.3 and 3.6 for maize, with an average of 2.2 and 2.0, respectively.
Quantification of the phenological stages is taken from the BBCH Monograph [74] , which is based on the perhaps better-known Zadoks scale [75] . No small-scale differences in plant development were observed within the 30 × 30 meter pixels. The code attribution is listed in Table 4 . 
PROSAIL Environment
All data analysis was done with Python 3.6. For this reason, PROSAIL was first translated into Python code and improved in terms of computational performance by making use of C-based numerical python arrays [76] and substitution of recurring function calls by fixed local variables and look-up-tables.
For this study, we introduce the Interactive Visualization of Vegetation Reflectance Models (IVVRM) tool [77] , which is an application in the open source software package EnMAP-Box 3 [78] and serves as a graphical user interface to work with data of multiple constellations of PROSPECT Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 1150 7 of 29 and SAIL. It was originally designed to offer ad hoc visual response to interactions with the model for educational purposes. Sliders can be accessed to change the value of the structural and biochemical input variables with each interaction causing an immediate re-calculation of the model output, which is displayed in a plot canvas. The tool was further extended with the possibility to overwrite the PROSAIL default background spectrum by a user-defined data vector and with an import function for any other in situ spectral signature. Those reflectances are then plotted in the same graph and-given an identical set of bands-multiple distance measures are instantaneously calculated and returned in the plot. These functions combined allow for a manual fitting between model output and in situ spectra, when model input is altered such that there is a minimal distance between the two spectra. The success of the spectral fitting can either be assessed with statistical measures like the root mean squared distance (RMSD, see Equation (5)) or visually with the degree of congruence of the curves in certain wavelength regions.
In Equation (5), R measured (λ i ) is the measured and R simulated (λ i ) the modelled reflectance at wavelength λ for the i th spectral sensor band. n is the total number of bands analysed. The same equation works for the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), which was used to denote errors in the estimation of variables. By squaring the distances, information is lost about which of the terms is larger, that is, whether the model overestimates or underestimates the spectra measured in the field. In such cases, a simple mean deviation (Equation (6)) can be calculated alongside to the RMSD.
The SAIL parameter skyl controls the ratio of diffuse to total solar radiation incident on the target. It is calculated in dependence of the sun zenith angle according to the approach of François et al. (2002) [79] , which considers an average state of atmospheric conditions aligned to mid-latitudes:
The dependency between skyl and SZA is non-linear. Lowest SZA (27.8 • ) results in skyl = 0.24, highest SZA (70.5 • ) in skyl = 0.43. The mean SZA of all dates was 41.1 • which corresponds to skyl = 0.23. In PROSAIL, skyl is considered uniform over the optical domain, neglecting effects of stronger Rayleigh scattering for shorter wavelengths.
Variable Fitting
In situ measured variables that serve as input parameters for PROSAIL were manually adapted to match the model output with field spectral data. The altered variables are then called optimize-or opt-in the sense that they are better suited to represent the spectral behaviour of the analysed crops in the model environment of PROSPECT and SAIL. Even though PROSPECT-D has been shown to outperform its predecessors [36] , in this study we used the previous version of PROSPECT-5b. The main reason for this is that anthocyanins (C anth ) were not measured in situ and deriving C anth from spectral indices retrospectively without the possibility to validate these findings would induce another error source. Three main variables were identified for optimization to achieve proper agreement between measured and modelled reflectance signatures: ALIA, EWT and C brown . The tuning of PROSAIL canopy geometry was necessary to cope with the large deviations that occur when comparing real and synthetic data. A global sensitivity analysis (GSA) was performed with the Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) using the GSAT tool [80] in Matlab. This way, the impact on modelled plant Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 1150 8 of 29 reflectivity was assessed in the range of 400 nm to 2500 nm with a five nm sampling width for all input variables of the used PROSAIL version (see Figure 2 ).
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RGB Image Segmentation
Nadir RGB-images of winter wheat were processed to reveal visible fractions of the canopy (background, ears and leaves/stalks) as observed from a sensor-like position. The image processing was done with Python's scikit-image package [84] . Images were loaded, transformed into a value range of [0,1] and split into red, green and blue bands. ALIA was changed to obtain minimal deviations between modelled and measured spectra by using the interactive toolbox IVVRM (see Section 2.3). The success of this fitting process was monitored in the NIR spectral domain from 760 nm to 1300 nm, where ALIA shows the highest sensitivity and relative changes within SAIL. ALIA opt is thus obtained but the exact shape of the measured spectrum could only be represented when EWT was changed into EWT opt at the same time. Again, the NIR range was chosen for this task, since inversions from the SWIR domain are known for saturation tendencies whereas the 970 nm feature considers highest radiation penetration depths for stacked leaves in a canopy due to strong vegetation reflectance and transmittance [81] [82] [83] . Finally, C brown was subjected to the same calibration process. This does not have an impact on the results of EWT opt , because C brown,opt was determined by signature matching in the red edge (<900 nm). Manual fitting may seem unusual, given the vast majority of studies that use look-up-table inversions or numerical solutions for inversion tasks. However, the drawback of possibly iterating into a local minimum is automatically avoided, since ALIA, EWT and C brown have different spectral responses while all other parameters remain fixed for each date. With numerical solutions, on the other hand, slight shifts of the spectra may result in quite large deviations, whereas manual fitting yielded the advantage of a combined quantitative (error measures) and qualitative (shape) assessment of the agreement between the two spectral curves.
Nadir RGB-images of winter wheat were processed to reveal visible fractions of the canopy (background, ears and leaves/stalks) as observed from a sensor-like position. The image processing was done with Python's scikit-image package [84] . Images were loaded, transformed into a value range of [0, 1] and split into red, green and blue bands.
For the analysis of the background fraction, threshold values were found for each image, separating the data into dark and bright areas. Contour lines then were drawn around the darker pixel clusters Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 1150 9 of 29 and compared to the original image. At the end of an iterative process, an optimal threshold value is found and used to obtain the share of dark pixels in the image. These include not only soil pixels but also other parts of the canopy that show marginal reflectance in the visible spectrum and thus do not contribute to the canopy signature (see Figure 3c ).
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Results
Deviations between Model and Measurement
In situ measured variables served as input for the coupled PROSPECT-5b and 4SAIL. The spectral output of the model is contrasted with the spectral signatures recorded at the exact same spots. The results are shown in Figure 4 for winter wheat (2014) and silage maize (2017). Results of the other seasons can be found in the Supplement (wheat: Figure S1 ; maize: Figure S2 In 2014, the winter wheat field campaign started in mid-April, when green biomass had already developed. In the first four field dates spanning one month, measured NIR reflectances increased, before revealing a decreasing tendency from June on. The SWIR range in contrast drops continuously until beginning senescence. PROSAIL output on the other hand did not capture this pattern. Modelled spectra in the NIR rise from date to date, reaching a maximum in early July (3 July 2014). In the SWIR, modelled spectra behave exactly opposite to the measured signal with a peak at 1750 nm successively climbing from 0.08 at the beginning of the series to 0.22 at fruit development stage. In 2014, the winter wheat field campaign started in mid-April, when green biomass had already developed. In the first four field dates spanning one month, measured NIR reflectances increased, before revealing a decreasing tendency from June on. The SWIR range in contrast drops continuously until beginning senescence. PROSAIL output on the other hand did not capture this pattern. Modelled spectra in the NIR rise from date to date, reaching a maximum in early July (3 July 2014). In the SWIR, modelled spectra behave exactly opposite to the measured signal with a peak at 1750 nm successively climbing from 0.08 at the beginning of the series to 0.22 at fruit development stage. In this regard, the underestimation of spectral signatures by PROSAIL gradually gave way to an overestimation.
Looking at the data of the other seasons (see Figure S1 ), this pattern proves to be recurring. In 2015 and 2017, spectral and in situ data was recorded already at early growth stages of leaf development and formation of side shoots. At that time, modelled reflectances were constantly higher than those measured on site. In summary, two tipping points are observed: (1) from overestimation to underestimation (end of March; shoot development) and (2) from underestimation to overestimation (beginning of June; inflorescence emergence). Figure 5 illustrates this pattern by plotting mean deviations as PROSAIL output subtracted from field spectra. Aggregation into phenological stages allows a comparison independent of the growing conditions of each year. Patterns are similar for deviations in the NIR and SWIR, only the absolute values in the NIR were generally higher, thus so are the deviations.
overestimation
Maize reflectances for 2017 were overestimated by the model for early growth stages, when fractional cover was low, and LAI ranged below 0.7. These stages were followed by a period of modelunderestimation in the NIR (with exception of the aberration at the 6 July 2017 date) and signal increase in the SWIR that is not present in the model output. In the other seasons, there was no general trend in the deviation between model and measurement (see Supplement S2). For 2014, SWIR reflectances are captured well by the model but the NIR plateau was overestimated throughout the season. In 2018, a massive model-underestimation was recognized for 21 June 2018, which seems to be a single event or measurement outlier. The seasonality of deviations is analysed by calculating a simple mean of Rmeasured minus Rmodelled (see Figure 5 ). This approach may cancel out a non-uniform behaviour of different bands of the same spectrum, so the results are separately shown for NIR and SWIR where deviations show a generally high coherence. Said deviations are less distinct for maize than for winter wheat. For this crop type, a predominant model underestimation is observed in all phenological states instead. Maize reflectances for 2017 were overestimated by the model for early growth stages, when fractional cover was low, and LAI ranged below 0.7. These stages were followed by a period of model-underestimation in the NIR (with exception of the aberration at the 6 July 2017 date) and signal increase in the SWIR that is not present in the model output. In the other seasons, there was no general trend in the deviation between model and measurement (see Figure S2 ). For 2014, SWIR reflectances are captured well by the model but the NIR plateau was overestimated throughout the season. In 2018, a massive model-underestimation was recognized for 21 June 2018, which seems to be a single event or measurement outlier. The seasonality of deviations is analysed by calculating a simple mean of R measured minus R modelled (see Figure 5 ). This approach may cancel out a non-uniform behaviour of different bands of the same spectrum, so the results are separately shown for NIR and SWIR where deviations show a generally high coherence. Said deviations are less distinct for maize than for winter wheat. For this crop type, a predominant model underestimation is observed in all phenological states instead.
Optimized Parameter Sets
The Fitting Process
The fitting of ALIA and EWT led to a better agreement for example, for the 2014 winter wheat (Figure 6a ) and the 2017 silage maize (Figure 6b ) dataset -illustrations of all seasons are found in the Supplement (wheat: Figure S3 ; maize: Figure S4 ). But even after the first manual optimization, both crops show an overestimation from the red edge to the NIR shoulder. More precisely, PROSAIL models a plateau-like shape in this region with a distinct convex edge, which is not present in the field spectra. A beneficial solution for this occurrence is the fitting of C brown into C brown,opt . This second step is demonstrated for the same example years for wheat (2014, Figure 7a ) and maize (2017, Figure 7b) . The results for the final optimization of the other years are found in the Supplement (wheat: Figure S5 ; maize: Figure S6 ). The fitting of ALIA and EWT led to a better agreement for example, for the 2014 winter wheat (Figure 6a ) and the 2017 silage maize (Figure 6b ) dataset -illustrations of all seasons are found in the Supplement (wheat: S3; maize: S4). But even after the first manual optimization, both crops show an overestimation from the red edge to the NIR shoulder. More precisely, PROSAIL models a plateaulike shape in this region with a distinct convex edge, which is not present in the field spectra. A beneficial solution for this occurrence is the fitting of Cbrown into Cbrown,opt. This second step is demonstrated for the same example years for wheat (2014, Figure 7a ) and maize (2017, Figure 7b) The results for the final optimization of the other years are found in the Supplement (wheat: S5; maize: S6). Even though there were individual differences in the development of deviations between measured and modelled spectra for the four growing seasons, there is a greater pattern recognizable. To make these independent of the Julian days, those deviations were averaged for all macro stages according to the BBCH-scale (Figure 8) as RMSD values. Deviations for winter wheat are largest for the original data with elevated errors in the stages of stem elongation and booting as well as for fruit development and ripening (Figure 8a ). After adapting to the measured spectra, deviations stay within a narrow boundary below 0.02 reflectance with smaller values for stages of intensive production of fresh green biomass and greater ones at crop maturity (Figure 8b ). Even though there were individual differences in the development of deviations between measured and modelled spectra for the four growing seasons, there is a greater pattern recognizable. To make these independent of the Julian days, those deviations were averaged for all macro stages according to the BBCH-scale (Figure 8) as RMSD values. Deviations for winter wheat are largest for the original data with elevated errors in the stages of stem elongation and booting as well as for fruit development and ripening (Figure 8a ). After adapting to the measured spectra, deviations stay within a narrow boundary below 0.02 reflectance with smaller values for stages of intensive production of fresh green biomass and greater ones at crop maturity (Figure 8b ). In contrast to winter wheat, deviations between modelled and measured spectra of silage maize showed no seasonal fluctuation neither before nor after ALIA, EWT and Cbrown were altered ( Figure  8c,d) . RMSDs only increase with ongoing phenological development and are on average 18% lower, indicating a better predictability for maize canopies than for winter wheat. Please note that macro stages 2 and 4 do not exist in the BBCH phenological categorization for maize.
Analysis of the Optimized Variables for Winter Wheat
To analyse the correspondence between measured and optimized variables, their seasonal progress is plotted in Figure 9 and their correlations are listed in Table 5 . A full comparison between ALIA, EWT and Cbrown as observed in situ versus the results of the two-step manual optimization process is listed in the Supplement for all field dates of the four seasons of winter wheat field campaigns (see Supplement S7). In contrast to winter wheat, deviations between modelled and measured spectra of silage maize showed no seasonal fluctuation neither before nor after ALIA, EWT and C brown were altered (Figure 8c,d) . RMSDs only increase with ongoing phenological development and are on average 18% lower, indicating a better predictability for maize canopies than for winter wheat. Please note that macro stages 2 and 4 do not exist in the BBCH phenological categorization for maize.
To analyse the correspondence between measured and optimized variables, their seasonal progress is plotted in Figure 9 and their correlations are listed in Table 5 . A full comparison between ALIA, EWT and C brown as observed in situ versus the results of the two-step manual optimization process is listed in the Supplement for all field dates of the four seasons of winter wheat field campaigns (see Table S1 ).
The development of ALIA is quite stable in all seasons of wheat. After high inclinations at the beginning of the growing period, leaves tend to bend down and finally surpass the 0 • horizontal line to point towards the soil, which again results in increasing angles for senescent stages. These tendencies are only partly illustrated in Figure 9a , because field dates with low LAI were not optimized and are omitted in the graph. Still, winter wheat reveals notable deviations between these findings and the calibrated ALIA values. The development of ALIA is quite stable in all seasons of wheat. After high inclinations at the beginning of the growing period, leaves tend to bend down and finally surpass the 0° horizontal line to point towards the soil, which again results in increasing angles for senescent stages. These tendencies are only partly illustrated in Figure 9a , because field dates with low LAI were not For EWT, even stronger seasonal patterns are visible. Young wheat leaves hold highest water contents but then continuously desiccate with only rare disturbances, for example, in the early growth cycle of 2015, when the canopy first had to recover from a particularly dry spring. When approaching late senescence, leaf water drops <0.01 cm. After fitting the spectral signatures in the 970 nm and 1060 nm region and comparing EWT with the fitted EWT opt , relative errors between the two variables range between 0.87 and 1.8 and are 1.18 for the complete time series of four years. This means that the distance of the optimized EWT to its original field representation on average ranges beyond 100%. EWT opt follows a different seasonal pattern connected to the green biomass. In fact, correlation between EWT opt and LAI range between R 2 = 0.27 (2014) and R 2 = 0.6 (2017), confirming the bias present in the data.
In situ estimations of C brown were 0.0 during the vegetative stages of winter wheat. Canopies showed no senescent spots on leaves until beginning of ripening. Once senescence was initiated also in the top layer of the canopy at the beginning of July, C brown skyrocketed within a few days' time. With these in situ measured values, however, no sufficient fitting was possible in the red edge region. A better match with modelled spectra was obtained when C brown,opt was continuously increased throughout the season. Deviations are in a constant range from 0.1 to 0.2. Similar to EWT, the relative distances to the increased optimized variable set reach disproportional magnitudes due to absolute values below 0.1 (see Figure 9c) . It is worth noting, though, that C brown is correlated with C brown,opt . The slope of the regression for all four seasons is 0.25 and the intercept is 0.13, which can be considered as a significant bias (p = 0.017) that occurs right from the beginning of each season and could be accounted for with a linear model.
Analysis of the Optimized Variables for Silage Maize
In the same manner as it was done for winter wheat, the illustration of the development of the measured and adapted maize variables is shown in Figure 10 and the secondary statistics are summarized in Table 6 . In situ records in full are listed in Table S2 . According to the in situ measured variables, ALIA of maize shows an erratic seasonal trend towards increased inclinations at ripening stages. Intact leaf tips of younger maize plants pitch over but get more and more rigid in their reproductive states. Shortly before vegetation dieback, leaves sag down in parallel direction to the stalks resulting in high inclination angles. This pattern is observable for all three seasons and partially reflected by ALIA opt . Large deviations in the modelled ALIA opt occur as singular events at the end of 2017 and the beginning of 2018.
Inter-seasonal variability of EWT for maize was higher than the inner-seasonal changes. In contrast to winter wheat, water content in maize leaves was stable in all seasons. An intense loss of plant water happened only at the very end of the maturity stage beyond the time series used for fitting the spectra (not shown). The generally lower EWT in the 2017 data suggests a reduced water availability in that year for the respective soil condition of that field despite good meteorological conditions. EWT opt shows significant concordance with in situ values for 2018 but the large relative errors indicate the overall weak predictive power of a PROSAIL simulation even if based on measured ground data. A bias towards biomass is similar to the findings for winter wheat: R 2 with LAI range between 0.33 in 2014 and 0.67 in 2018.
C brown was 0.0 for all phenological stages of maize until cob ripeness. At senescence, water content dropped, and little brown spots became visible. Unfortunately, higher values of C brown had to be clipped, because they coincide with low green LAI and thus cannot be reasonably optimized. Despite this fact, C brown,opt -as parameterized in PROSPECT-needs to be increased right away at stages of leaf development and booting to account for non-visible accumulation of brown pigments within the leaf. This is confirmed by the volatile trend of C brown,opt particularly in the 2014 season which could not be explained by brown leaf spots alone.
When comparing the two different crops, deviations from the in situ measured leaf inclinations were found to be 20% lower for winter wheat when compared to silage maize. A main reason for that can be found in the two striking outliers of 2017 and the one in 2018. When they are excluded from the analysis, RMSE ALIA for maize drops by 10% to 14.5 • . RMSE EWT was twice as high for wheat than for maize.
Seasonal Development of Winter Wheat Canopy Fractions in Sensor View
The mean distribution of plant fractions of the winter wheat canopies-as seen from nadir view-is shown in Figure 11 The meteorological and micro-ecological conditions vary between the four seasons, which limits the comparability even for the same days of the year. Similarly to the statistical analysis of the optimized sets of variables described in Section 2.4 visible fractions of plant compartments were aggregated in their phenological macro stages to derive a representative seasonal pattern (see Figure  12) . A strengthening of the trends recognized in Figure 11 can be observed. Lowest values for fbackground are found in the stage of booting, when the green canopy is dense and covers most of the underlying soil. When the wheat ears are established, their visible influence grows mainly to the expense of leaves and stalks, whereas fbackground increases only slightly. The agreement between the estimations of fbackground was highest for low values, for example, an error of 0.3% at stage of emerging inflorescence and 3.4% at booting stage and lowest for the tillering stage with an error of 18%. Errors of the visible fraction of fruit ears were lowest at emergence of the flowers (σ = 0.8%) and fruit development (σ = 1.5%) and highest for flowering (σ = 7.9%) and ripening stages (σ = 7.2%). The meteorological and micro-ecological conditions vary between the four seasons, which limits the comparability even for the same days of the year. Similarly to the statistical analysis of the optimized sets of variables described in Section 2.4 visible fractions of plant compartments were aggregated in their phenological macro stages to derive a representative seasonal pattern (see Figure 12) . A strengthening of the trends recognized in Figure 11 can be observed. Lowest values for f background are found in the stage of booting, when the green canopy is dense and covers most of the underlying soil. When the wheat ears are established, their visible influence grows mainly to the expense of leaves and stalks, whereas f background increases only slightly. The agreement between the estimations of f background was highest for low values, for example, an error of 0.3% at stage of emerging inflorescence and 3.4% at booting stage and lowest for the tillering stage with an error of 18%. Errors of the visible fraction of fruit ears were lowest at emergence of the flowers (σ = 0.8%) and fruit development (σ = 1.5%) and highest for flowering (σ = 7.9%) and ripening stages (σ = 7.2%). Combining these results with the model deviations, the relationship between RMSD and the fraction of visible ears is analysed. As shown in Figure 13 , the R² of that comparison is a mere 0.01 with a dispersed scatter plot for all data points in which wheat ears were visible in the RGB photography (Figure 13a) . After aggregating the data into phenological stages, their representative values form a linear model with R² = 0.78 (Figure 13b) . A correlation between the fraction of visible soil and the RMSD by contrast could not be found. R² for was 0.02 for all data and 0.1 after Figure 12 . Development of plant fractions of winter wheat canopies as they become visible to a sensor that is observing the respective field in nadir view at different phenological stages, obtained from nadir RGB image segmentation. Black lines within the bars indicate the standard errors of background and ears.
Combining these results with the model deviations, the relationship between RMSD and the fraction of visible ears is analysed. As shown in Figure 13 , the R 2 of that comparison is a mere 0.01 with a dispersed scatter plot for all data points in which wheat ears were visible in the RGB photography (Figure 13a) . After aggregating the data into phenological stages, their representative values form a linear model with R 2 = 0.78 (Figure 13b) . A correlation between the fraction of visible soil and the RMSD by contrast could not be found. R 2 for was 0.02 for all data and 0.1 after aggregation. 
Combining these results with the model deviations, the relationship between RMSD and the fraction of visible ears is analysed. As shown in Figure 13 , the R² of that comparison is a mere 0.01 with a dispersed scatter plot for all data points in which wheat ears were visible in the RGB photography (Figure 13a) . After aggregating the data into phenological stages, their representative values form a linear model with R² = 0.78 (Figure 13b) . A correlation between the fraction of visible soil and the RMSD by contrast could not be found. R² for was 0.02 for all data and 0.1 after aggregation.
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Discussion
The performance of the parameter retrieval of canopy reflectance models is usually evaluated by means of descriptive statistics, comparing measured and estimated variables and assuming that 
The performance of the parameter retrieval of canopy reflectance models is usually evaluated by means of descriptive statistics, comparing measured and estimated variables and assuming that low errors indicate high accuracies [85] . This requires that model parameters and in situ variables are representing the same natural property. Our study demonstrates that this prerequisite does not apply to every case when working with PROSAIL. Model results were significantly different to measured spectra, even when in situ measured variables define the input.
Nevertheless, even reasonable measurement errors of for example, LAI could not explain the observed deviations. Remaining errors are expected to be intrinsic uncertainties of the model design linked with the degree of abstraction. RMSD between spectral field observations of the winter wheat study sites and their model representations reveal that PROSAIL describes canopy properties better for early growth stages. Consequently, they are better suited for retrieving canopy variables than later stages. Within the non-reproductive stages (BBCH 1-5) there is an additional local RMSD minimum observed when vegetation initiates the heading of the ears (BBCH 5). This phenomenon is not seen in the maize dataset but the tendency towards increased errors with passing phenological stages here comes with an overall better agreement between model results and spectral measurements.
In PROSAIL, the ALIA plays an important role among structural model parameters with high total scores in the global sensitivity analysis, particularly in the NIR. The biomass density of the canopy is quantified via LAI and manifests in the spectrum through stronger reflectances in the NIR and stronger absorbance in the SWIR. For increased LAI, a saturation in the SWIR by water absorption in optically thick canopies was mentioned by, for example, Datt et al. [86] . In PROSAIL, high reflectance levels of the NIR plateau can only be simulated when assuming low ALIAs. Take note that SAIL is not a geometrical but a radiative transfer model. The incorporation of leaf inclination into the preceding Suits model [87] allowed accounting for the scattering processes that happen within the canopy. Leaf angle densities are calculated according to Campbell [65] representing frequencies of leaf inclinations as discrete classes. For each class, the volume scattering is calculated resulting in the Suits system coefficients, which denote contributions for each inclination class to the basic radiation transfer processes of extinction, attenuation and backscattering from the canopy. The LAI later serves as a scaling factor of these processes. This means that in PROSAIL the ALIA is used to estimate probabilities for radiation to be absorbed, attenuated or reflected. In reality, wheat fields are densely seeded, and the complex canopy structure appears closed from tillering stage (BBCH 3) onwards, even though ALIA at that time shows values above 70 • . Any kind of minimization between model results and measured spectra therefore suggests a lower ALIA to capture high reflectances in the NIR caused by multiple scattering in thick canopies, especially in stages of intensive biomass production and growth [88, 89] . After this period of stretching wheat leaves, the ALIA decreases and is soon overestimated by the model. This could be an indication that ALIA opt aims to reproduce vertical canopy structures, that is, stalks or fruit ears with high inclinations that make up 18% (flowering) to 30% (ripening) of the nadir view. In this regard, winter wheat seems to conflict with the basic turbid medium assumptions of scattering objects of infinitesimal size, disallowing shadowing within the canopy. Also in 4SAIL, the finiteness of leaves is only accounted for by the hot spot effect [90] , while consideration of precise geometrical structures is still confined to 3D ray tracing models. Nevertheless, it was conversely expected that 4SAIL presumptions would rather fail for maize. It consists of much larger leaves aligned in a more heterogeneous canopy than wheat fields. Single plants grow larger and form a distinct row structure. It seems that overlapping leaves in the wheat field become stacks of green biomass within the canopy, even for erected leaves. Maize plants stand more isolated and allow radiation to penetrate deeper into the stand. The consideration of using 4SAIL to retrieve vegetation parameters independently of the vegetation type accordingly does not fully hold true.
The estimation of LAI from hyperspectral data has been sufficiently described by other authors, unlike the retrieval of ALIA, which is often treated as a free parameter without final assessment. Few studies took up this issue, like Casa et al. [91] who could not achieve adequate estimates of ALIA for maize data from PROSAIL optimizations but found lower deviations when leaf inclinations were obtained from measured gap fraction data. The visible fraction of soil as an alternative to the gap fraction in this study did not correlate with optimized ALIA and thus turned out to be inefficient for an improvement of PROSAIL inversions. Botha et al. [92] retrieved canopy structure variables from PROSAIL as a side product to leaf chlorophyll content estimation of wheat canopies, struggling with low correlations between measured and estimated ALIA. They further experienced an overestimation of LAI except for the first growth stage. This supports our finding that wheat reflectances in the NIR are higher than modelled for given LAI in situ data in the essential growing period.
In the first PROSAIL review by Jacquemoud et al. [34] , it was stated that spectral responses of LAI and ALIA were closely correlated with each other, making an independent inversion of those parameters problematic. Other studies have tried to overcome this deficit by providing statistical information as a priori boundaries [55] , classifying ALIA within a narrow parameter range [93] , transforming two-band-indices [94, 95] or incorporating the information of pixels in spatial vicinity to obtain an object-based result [96] . Our proposed manual calibration of ALIA could potentially serve as another separation approach when the LAI has been reliably estimated. In all cases, a successful decoupling of canopy structure parameters is aided by integrating multi-angular observations in the inversion process [93, 97] for example, from CHRIS/PROBA or future EnMAP.
In situ measured EWT did not agree with the values obtained from the optimization process. One reason is the complex canopy structure linked to the type and amount of biomass observed from the sensor. In the spectral signal, there is no differentiation between phyto-elements of the crop, whereas the model considers EWT as a pure leaf parameter. Figure 14 shows that wheat stalks contain more water than the leaves per unit fresh mass from June onwards (BBCH 4). Thick maize stalks contained more water than the leaves at all times in the growth cycle. Errors between EWT and EWT opt were conversely higher for wheat than for maize, indicating that EWT opt carries even more residual information of canopy features, which is in line with Clevers et al. (2010) [98] . The interleaving of foliage may lead to an additional vertical stacking of biomass and exaggeration of biophysical and biochemical features in the model. Inversion of PROSPECT alone was shown to produce adequate results for estimation of EWT [99] [100] [101] , whereas the proper retrieval from complex canopy spectra remains a difficult task [102, 103] . Another solution to this problem could be crop-and phenology-specific calibration curves if further research confirms the relationship between EWT and EWT opt found for wheat in the four seasons presented.
the sensor. In the spectral signal, there is no differentiation between phyto-elements of the crop, whereas the model considers EWT as a pure leaf parameter. Figure 14 shows that wheat stalks contain more water than the leaves per unit fresh mass from June onwards (BBCH 4). Thick maize stalks contained more water than the leaves at all times in the growth cycle. Errors between EWT and EWTopt were conversely higher for wheat than for maize, indicating that EWTopt carries even more residual information of canopy features, which is in line with Clevers et al. (2010) [98] . The interleaving of foliage may lead to an additional vertical stacking of biomass and exaggeration of biophysical and biochemical features in the model. Inversion of PROSPECT alone was shown to produce adequate results for estimation of EWT [99] [100] [101] , whereas the proper retrieval from complex canopy spectra remains a difficult task [102, 103] . Another solution to this problem could be crop-and phenology-specific calibration curves if further research confirms the relationship between EWT and EWTopt found for wheat in the four seasons presented. The need for a proper parameterization of C brown becomes apparent when observing the residual deviations in the red edge region and the absence of a distinct shoulder in the field spectra ( Figure 6 ). The same spectral shape is found in other publications that analyse dense crops like winter wheat [104] or grassland [51] . Solid assumptions about the biochemical influence of brown leaf pigments are necessary to improve the quality of the retrieval of other plant pigments as well as of LAI and ALIA, which are all sensitive in the far red and NIR. The variable C brown generally lacks a solid scientific study basis. There is no evidence of a successful inversion of C brown in the literature and for forward mode simulations it was often used as a calibration parameter for the spectral region from 500 nm to 1000 nm. The authors of PROSPECT state that the disturbance around the NIR plateau occurs at senescence and for dry leaves [35] . Results of our study show that brown pigments play an important role even for vital green canopies, particularly for maize. Further research should be directed towards proper estimation and interpretation of C brown , identifying valid ranges for different crop types and the relation of C brown with crop phenology to assist the estimation process. Treating C brown as visible leaf browning proved to be insufficient.
Further improvement of retrieval accuracy could of course be achieved by the use of newer versions and more sophisticated modelling approaches. Anthocyanins (C anth ) play an important role in the photo-protection of plants [105] and their incorporation into PROSPECT-D was shown to particularly improve the retrieval of carotenoids [36] . But even if C anth had been considered for this study, impact on the calibration of C brown is expected to be low, considering that the latter was adjusted through spectral matching in the red-edge region (750-900 nm) in which C car is not sensitive (see Figure 2) . The same holds true for the deviations occurring in the RED region, which indicate a potential issue in the retrieval of C cab at crop ripening. Running such fitting procedures with different versions of PROSPECT could further identify the role of parameterization of the absorption coefficients and the refractive indices used in each model. Implementing the Leaf Inclination Distribution Function (LIDF) directly could pose a superior alternative to deriving it from ALIA with the Campbell approach, as it allows a more comprehensive description of the canopy geometry. For instance, an ALIA of 45 • would result in one specific LIDF when using the ellipsoidal model but could be described by several different distributions when using for example, Verhoef's algorithm with the parameters LIDF a and LIDF b (please refer to the review of Wang et al. 2007 for an overview of that topic [106] ). Splitting the information into two parameters increases the probability to encounter ill-posed solutions but could also potentially improve the retrieval process, especially in the case of multi-angular observations. Another limitation of this study concerns the choice of the parameter set for optimization. The restriction to ALIA, EWT and C brown leads to an affiliation with the errors of other parameters if their sensitive spectral ranges overlap. Apart from LAI, this could also be the case for C m , which-despite a good retrievability from PROSPECT model inversions (e.g., [107, 108] )-is expected to suffer from similar scaling problems like the EWT [109] . On the other hand, it remains problematic that more simultaneously adjusted parameters also result in a more severe ill-posedness. An increase in C m leads to a decrease of the reflectance in the NIR, just like an increased ALIA does. Consequently, ALIA opt , as the result of a calibration process, will also carry a residual signal about the uncertainties of other, less sensitive parameters like C m and the derived leaf structure parameter N.
Uncertainties in the quantification of in situ variables vary with experience of the field workers, chosen sampling layout, technical equipment and methodology. Matching model output with real spectral observations would assume that the illumination is optimally represented in PROSAIL. The ratio of diffuse to direct radiation, for instance, is controlled by the skyl parameter, which was applied as a flat spectrum instead of a wavelength-dependent data vector. A full description of lighting conditions upon the canopy would have to incorporate atmospheric modelling, taking into account the aerosol optical depth, precipitable water and O 3 content [110] . For the manual fitting process, it is assumed that LAI has been correctly measured. In reality, the method of inverting the gap fraction from LAI2200C data introduces uncertainties as well, particularly for non-homogeneous canopies [111] . The impact of a ±10% error range of LAI on model results shown in Figure 4 confirms, however, that these uncertainties have only a minor influence on the observed deviations between measured and modelled spectra. Spectral output based on optimized ALIA conversely suggests that leaf inclination is the most important factor for an accurate parameterization of SAIL and that more research is needed to improve its representation in real-life applications. Previous studies have shown that algorithms trained with BOA spectra are more valid for spaceborne sensors with higher spatial resolution due to a reduced averaging of canopy geometrical effects [112, 113] . A re-analysis of the modelled and measured spectral observations from space will eventually reveal if the deviations linked to phenological development are consistent and robust towards scaling effects.
Conclusions
Various authors have successfully carried out inversions for LAI and leaf chlorophyll content from a variety of crop types using the widely known and applied PROSAIL. However, many studies obtained rather large errors in the retrieval of other important biophysical and biochemical variables, indicating a disagreement between model input and actual in situ canopy properties. We showed that the manual fitting of PROSAIL parameters to match model output with spectra of winter wheat and maize fields led to an adjusted set of ALIA, EWT and C brown . These adapted values show only marginal correlation with the observed in situ values and reveal a distinct crop-and phenology-specific behaviour. It is concluded that disturbing effects from phyto-elements like ears or stalks can either be counterbalanced by an altered ALIA or simulated in more geometrical detail by 3D-models or adapted PROSAIL versions like SLC. Even then, the optimized ALIA cannot be compared to in situ measured leaf angles but rather represents a SAIL-internal parameterization. Setting it to measured values would disallow the retrieval of other PROSAIL parameters, so it is suggested to leave it as a calibration parameter of plant structural traits.
EWT, as retrieved from PROSAIL inversions from bands in the near infrared, will still carry unwanted canopy information. It may thus be useful to investigate the influence of stalks and fruits on the inversion and to decouple leaf variables from residual signals of the canopy structure. Similarly, C brown has a strong impact on the red edge region of vegetation spectra. It cannot be linked to visible leaf browning nor can it be measured directly. Fixing it to a single value will conceal dynamics in the biochemistry of leaves and corrupt the retrieval of other pigments. Instead, it can be well approximated by matching reflectances in the convex NIR shoulder.
For winter wheat, optimized leaf inclinations were found to be flatter than measured in situ to cope with generally high NIR reflectances observed in the field during the peak vegetative stages. After finishing length growth, a converse trend is found that overestimates leaf inclinations in the reproductive stages. In contrast to that, optimization of the maize variables did not follow seasonal patterns but increased towards senescence. Highest accuracies in the parameter retrieval from both winter wheat and maize spectra can be expected at the earlier stages of canopy development. In the turbid medium approach of PROSAIL, ALIA should be considered as a concept to model scattering processes within the canopy. Simply transferring it to real-life situations and ascribing a strict physical meaning to it has shown to be problematic. Thus, it is recommended to allow free assignment of ALIA within constrained ranges even if true leaf inclinations are known. The retrieval of structural parameters from PROSAIL should conversely be performed in one global step instead of decoupling them by fixating single parameters. Table S1 : Manual fitting of ALIA, EWT and C brown for four winter wheat growing seasons. Table S2 : Manual fitting of ALIA, EWT and C brown for three silage maize growing seasons.
